All -

I am concerned with this extension of completion deadline for CAR 05-003. Please provide me with all correspondence between NTS/CCP and the Permittees or CTAC on this CAR, including the extent of the "initial investigation" and outcome of any further investigations, identification of all video tapes with known audio problems, identification of all containers on these tapes, and the manner in which NTS/CCP proposes to "restore audio" on these tapes. I will appreciate your prompt attention to this request. Call me with questions.

Steve
428-2517 Work
660-0353 Cell

-----Original Message-----
From: Curfew, Lucinda - DOE [mailto:Lucinda.Curfew@wipp.ws]
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2004 3:34 PM
To: Hedahl, Tim
Cc: Holland, Ava - DOE; Miehls, Dennis - DOE; Watson, Kerry - DOE; nortonji@nv.doe.gov; eagle.mike@epa.gov; shroff.behram@epa.gov; Joglekar, Rajani; Felcorn, Ed; Zappe, Steve; DemolW@DNFSB.gov; Greene, Loretta; Haar, David; Fisher, AJ; Riggs, Charlie - CTAC; Pangle, Allison - CTAC
Subject: Request for Extension on Accelerated Corrective Action Report 05-003
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